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Three college students drag themselves into their News Reporting I class 
at 9:30 a.m. on a Wednesday in late October 1976. Each carries a paper cup 
of takeout coffee and a facial expression that speaks of too little sleep the night 
before. The instructor gives them a brief nod of recognition and they respond 
in kind, exerting minimal effort in the process.

Professor Frank Grazian begins his lecture on investigative reporting as 
Steve, Lynne, and Jim settle into their usual seats in the back row of the class-
room. They open their coffee cups, and the hot java helps stave off the strong 
desire to nod off. As has become the norm this semester, the previous evening 
has been another late night at their part-time newspaper jobs.

“Don’t ever be satisfied with the status quo,” Grazian tells his Rowan 
University students. “Always keep asking questions. Always keep digging for 
information. Trust your instincts. If it doesn’t smell right, it probably isn’t. 
When I was at the Asbury Park Press . . .”

With that, the three back-row snoozers snap to attention and three pairs 
of eyes roll at this already familiar phrase. “There he goes again,” whispers 
the wise-cracking Steve. “He must use that phrase ten times a week. We get 
it; he worked at the Asbury Park Press.”

— — —
Flash ahead thirty-seven years and the wise-cracker is now the professor. 

I’m standing in front of my Introduction to Journalism class at the local com-
munity college. My ten students are taking notes as we talk about how to elicit 
information from an uncooperative source. In the middle of our discussion—I 
find the word “lecture” to be one-sided and directive—I catch myself once 
again using the phrase, “When I was at USA TODAY . . .” and I glance 
at the back row of my classroom. There I see two of my best students—both 
excellent writers with what most likely will be successful journalistic careers 
ahead of them—give me wan smiles of recognition. In my mind, I can hear 
them saying. “We get it; he worked at USA TODAY.”

— — —
When I rolled my eyes and smirked in 1976, and when my students 

have the same reaction today, we collectively were and are failing to 
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realize there are direct connections between what is happening in actual 
newsrooms and what is being taught in the journalism classroom. There 
is knowledge in experience and that experience is being passed along 
from generation to generation by instructors employing a pedagogical 
approach based on experiential lore. This teaching method provides 
an effective introduction to aspiring reporters into the time-honored 
tradition of news-gathering professionals. What I didn’t know back 
in the 1970s, but fully appreciate and embrace today, is that Frank 
Grazian used his personal experience to give me real-life examples of 
the challenges he faced and the techniques he employed to conquer 
those challenges. 

I am sure that Frank Grazian and my other undergraduate professors 
had instructors with real-life journalism experience, and I know that if I 
teach long enough at least a few of my students most likely will end up 
in teaching positions and will share their journalistic experiences with 
their students. This is the essence of experiential lore, an unbroken chain 
of knowledge. The names may be different, the situations can change 
and the technology will be updated, but the lessons remain the same.

In his essay, “What Good Is It? The Effects of Teacher Response 
on Students’ Development,” composition theorist Chris Anson tells 
us lore is “empirically maligned” on a regular basis by scholars and 
researchers (198). These naysayers dismiss lore-based pedagogical ap-
proaches as being based less in “rigorous inquiry” (199) and more in 
a teacher’s “felt sense” that certain strategies work (198). Anson says 
this “felt sense” can play a significant role in classroom methodology, 
especially when the experiential lore is collected over a period of time 
and from different sources. He also writes that lore has the power to 
drive entire pedagogies—as it does every semester in my journalism 
classroom. Anson closes with a call for “systematic reflection” into the 
use and the success of lore (199), and this study undertakes that type 
of reflection. I will show that, in the college journalism classroom, lore 
increases student interest in discussions, helps them retain more from 
instruction, and improves their news reporting and writing skills. This 
project will begin to move lore out of the seedy shadows of denial and 
into the bright sunlight of acceptance.

Theorist Stephen North, another proponent of the lore-based 
pedagogical approach of combining textbook teachings with real-life 
examples, agrees that this experience-based methodology has been 
assigned “negative, even denigrative connotations” (23). In his book 
The Making of Knowledge in Composition, North writes how others claim 
that “lore is what witches know, or herbal healers or wizards in fantasy 
fiction” (23). I would say this so-called witches’ brew of herbal con-
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coctions serves as an energy drink that supercharges my lesson plans 
and powers my discussions with students. North follows his witches 
reference with a more genuine description of lore as being among the 
“very rich and powerful bodies of knowledge” (27). He waxes poetic 
on the topic when he writes:

I like to think of it in architectural terms. The House of Lore, as 
it were: A rambling, to my mind, delightful old manse, wing 
branching off from wing, addition tacked to addition, in all sorts 
of materials—brick, wood, canvas, sheet metal, cardboard—with 
turrets and gables, minarets and spires, spiral staircases, rope lad-
ders, pitons, dungeons, secret passageways all seeming random, 
yet all connected. Each generation of practitioners inherits this 
pile from the one before, is ushered around some of what there 
is, and then, in its turn, adds on its own touches. (27)

With this analogy, North speaks to the fact that every instructor 
entering the House brings her or his own furniture and decorations 
along with specific plans for additions to the dwelling. There is, North 
tells us, one deed restriction attached to the House of Lore: No parts of 
the structure can be removed, demolished or renovated; only additions 
or enhancements are allowed (27). Each occupant, each instructor stop-
ping by for a visit, no matter how long or short the stay, chooses where 
and when to use the lore that already is in the house and what she or 
he is bringing from their personal collection. With this concept, North 
agrees with Anson—and with my classroom observations—that the 
more varied sources of lore that are accessed and shared with students, 
the more effective the technique becomes.

Molly1 was one of my community college students who noticed 
how I use experiences from my journalism career in classroom discus-
sions. While she didn’t reference experiential lore by name in one of her 
weekly Journalist Journal entries, she described the concept perfectly 
when she said, “I love how you have a story for everything you tell us. 
It really helps me understand what you’re teaching.”

— — —
Before going any further, it’s important to make the distinction 

between “pedagogical lore,” the stories that instructors trade with each 
other about what teaching techniques work—and don’t work—in the 
classroom, and “experiential lore,” stories born of real-life occurrences 
and circumstances that help instructors explain and contextualize the 
lessons they are presenting. When composition scholars such as Kathleen 

1. All student names are pseudonyms.
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Boardman, in “A Usable Past: Functions of Stories among New TAs,” 
and Patricia Harkin, in “The Post-Disciplinary Politics of Lore,” refer 
to lore, they are speaking of pedagogical lore. Boardman notes a trend 
among graduate teaching students to base their syllabi and lesson plans 
less on what they’re learning from their instructors in the classroom 
and more on what they’re hearing from their classmates in the local 
bar after hours (29). She concludes that the graduate teaching assistants 
she studied who accepted and embraced such pedagogical lore had a 
greater level of success finding their sea legs on the teaching deck and 
assimilating into day-to-day instructional practice. On the other hand, 
those who refused to accept or consider as significant the stories being 
told by their student peers over beers often lagged in performance and 
faculty acceptance (31). Boardman addresses the question “What hap-
pens when lore goes official?” and explains how the process not only 
includes examples of what worked and what didn’t but also why it 
worked, what about it makes a difference, and who benefits from it (29).

Harkin takes the functionality of lore even further, claiming that 
every time an instructor has success using an instance of pedagogical 
lore in her or his classroom, this success solidifies, codifies if you will, 
what is seen by others to be unsubstantiated. She concludes that “lore 
is nondisciplinary” and that the validity of lore is rooted in its “inat-
tention to disciplinary procedures” (1). I agree with her conclusion and 
would postulate that this same “nondisciplinary” nature of experiential 
lore gives it the same strength and validity as its pedagogical cousin.

I believe I became a more skilled and successful journalist based on 
how I applied the experiential lore used by my undergraduate profes-
sors—and, as this study will show—I believe my community college 
Introduction to Journalism students are acquiring these same skills on 
their way to success in whatever writing-related profession they choose 
to pursue. In my case, the personal stories told and examples presented 
by my undergraduate professors, former journalists such as Frank 
Grazian, Jack Gillespie, Herschel Engebretson, Dick Ambacher, and 
others, captured my attention and kept me interested in their lessons. 
I accepted their teachings as valuable and I made it my goal to be like 
them, to follow their lead, to internalize these practices. I had no idea 
at the time, but I was experiencing exactly what Benjamin Bloom and 
his colleagues spent years researching, analyzing, and writing about 
in their seminal 1964 work “Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, The 
Classification of Educational Goals, Handbook II: Affective Domain,” 
known colloquially as “Bloom’s Taxonomy.”

Team Bloom describes an educational continuum in which (1) 
students receive information about a concept (in this case, lore) and 
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perceive it as being different from others to which they have been ex-
posed, (2) students develop positive feelings about the concept and are 
moved to respond to it, (3) students organize their feelings about, and 
their behavior in relation to, the concept, (4) students become willing to 
accept that concept as being valid and begin to value it, and (5) students 
internalize the idea and build a complex internal structure around it, 
making it a part of them and of their outlook on life (27). This is exactly 
what I experienced sitting in Frank Grazian’s classroom listening to 
him describe an investigative reporting project he undertook when he 
“was at the Asbury Park Press.” As I sat there taking notes and imagining 
what it would be like to someday have an investigative project of my 
own to research and write, little did I know that less than three years 
later, I would do just that—discover, dig into, and divulge details of a 
municipal scandal that saw four bribe-accepting incumbent councilmen 
voted out of office, resulting in a Best of Gannett reporting award for 
me and my investigative partner. As I stand in front of my classroom 
today, I wonder which of my students will be the next investigative star, 
the one who will unearth the latest government or corporate misdeeds.

I know I would not have achieved what I did without the expe-
riential-lore-based guidance and instruction of my undergraduate 
journalism professors, and I find myself using these same pedagogical 
techniques today. It’s clearly one thing to learn from reading a textbook 
and something completely different when the source of knowledge is 
someone who’s been there, who’s done that. . . . Someone who has lain 
on the muddy ground, paralyzed with fear, wondering if a cornered 
bank robber will start shooting again. . . . Someone who as part of a 
first-person report of a mock disaster drill was strapped to a stretcher 
on the landing strut of a medevac helicopter and flown halfway across 
the county. . . . Someone who found himself with an empty reporter’s 
notebook after a five-minute-long municipal council meeting at which 
nothing happened. If a picture is worth a thousand words, then a real-
life example in a journalism classroom is as indelible and unforgettable 
as a Mike Tyson face tattoo.

Two meetings are better than one
Near the end of my undergraduate studies at Rowan, I was fortunate 
enough to land a part-time job at the largest newspaper in southern 
New Jersey as a stringer. The term “stringer” has a lore all its own, 
from back in the days of hot-lead typesetting, green eyeshades, and 
reporters phoning in to yell “baby, get me rewrite.” Part-time report-
ers used to be paid based on the length of their articles. Editors would 
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measure the production of each fledging reporter with pieces of string 
and would keep those strings in separate compartments in their desks. 
At the end of the pay period—usually weekly—the strings would be 
measured and the reporters would be paid, pennies on the inch, based 
on how much they wrote.

My first night as a stringer is the setting for the following story 
that I use as we begin our classroom study of reporting on and writing 
about meetings, speeches, and news conferences:

I was assigned to cover the monthly borough council meeting 
in one of the smaller municipalities in the paper’s coverage area. As 
instructed by my editor Pete in these pre-Internet days, I called the 
borough offices in the afternoon, introduced myself as a reporter and 
asked for that evening’s agenda. I learned the council would be voting to 
purchase a fire truck, appropriate funds to hire two new police officers, 
and decide to repave several miles of municipally maintained roads. 
I showed up a few minutes early for the 7:00 p.m. meeting, and, as it 
turned out, I was the entire audience. The session began . . . and ended 
five minutes later. There were quick, unanimous votes in favor of all 
three agenda items, and a motion for adjournment received immediate 
approval. That was it. No discussion, no explanation, no background, 
no anything. It should not have been this way. Something didn’t seem 
right and I thought back to the stories I had heard in class from profes-
sors Grazian, Gillespie and others: “Trust yourself . . . Trust your news 
judgment . . . If something doesn’t seem right, it probably isn’t.” I im-
mediately ran up to the mayor with follow-up questions, and he said 
he would gladly speak with me over the phone in the morning. When I 
explained that wouldn’t work, he said, “then, you’ll have to come with 
us.” He explained that the municipal meeting was kept short so he and 
the council members could attend a special school board meeting across 
town. The borough’s local school budget had been defeated by voters 
the previous week and—under New Jersey state law at the time—the 
school board and the council had to meet to reduce, and then approve, 
the school budget for the upcoming year.

I followed the mayor and attended the joint school board/council 
session. The environment could not have been any different than the 
meeting I had just left. I barely made it into the packed gymnasium 
before the session began and I started feverishly taking notes. The public 
argument—hardly a discussion—lasted for about two-and-a-half hours, 
with mixed messages and inflamed emotions filling the air. Parents, 
teachers, and school board members wanted the smallest cuts allow-
able, two to five percent; senior citizens and business owners, along 
with singles and childless couples, were calling for twenty percent or 
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more in reductions. After nearly two-and-a-half hours, when just about 
everyone had a chance to speak, the mayor brokered a seven-and-a-half 
percent reduction that, while not pleasing everyone, at least brought the 
unpleasantries to an end. After the meeting adjourned, I interviewed 
the school board president, some very vocal audience members, and, 
yes, the mayor about the five-minute council meeting that had ended 
hours earlier.

“Where were you?” my editor Pete asked me when I showed up at 
the office after 11:00 p.m. He was not amused, but as I explained what 
happened, how I had ended up at a second, more-important meeting, 
and how the evening turned out, his mood brightened. “OK, start 
writing,” he said. “You have two stories to do tonight.” By accepting, 
valuing, and internalizing the lore-based lessons of my journalism pro-
fessors, and using those lessons to guide my actions, I ended up with a 
bylined feature story about the school budget cuts on the paper’s lead 
local page and a shorter story on the five-minute council meeting, both 
on my first day as a stringer. I had been taught to trust my instincts, 
to keep watching, thinking, working, and digging for the full story . . . 
and it paid off.

I share this story with my students at a time of the semester when 
they are selecting the first of three topics for their featured portfolio 
articles. In addition to their work on shorter, weekly in-class writing 
assignments, my students research and write three major projects 
during the semester that will make up their Introduction to Journal-
ism portfolio. I ask them to choose topics that interest them and issues 
about which they would like to learn more. The process is like the 
one described by Ken Macrorie in his book “searching writing—a 
contextbook” when he describes “the I-Search paper” (14). Macrorie, 
with a touch of theatrics, instructs his students to “allow something 
to choose you” when it comes to deciding on a topic for their project 
(62); I’m a bit less dramatic but no more specific than Macrorie in my 
direction. I read a long list of “best of” portfolio projects from recent 
semesters and tell my students to pick topics that interest them, that 
they enjoy, and about which they are passionate. Macrorie writes, and 
I have seen through experience, that student research is more extensive 
and detailed, and student writing is more coherent and informative, 
when they are reporting on and writing about a topic of great interest 
to them personally (62).

During the semester documented in this study, I could tell that many 
students were captivated by the “two-meetings-in-one-night” story. Two 
of them, Danny and Ben, told me after class they each wanted to find a 
local government meeting to write about for their first portfolio article. 
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Danny selected a township council meeting from one municipality and 
Ben selected a zoning board of adjustment meeting in another nearby 
community. Danny’s meeting went as expected, but not Ben’s. First, 
though, here’s the excellent lead Danny wrote for his council story:

You violate, you pay.

It was short, punchy, and attention-grabbing—exactly what I 
tell my students a good lead should be. Catch the reader’s attention, 
pique their interest, have your words reach out from the page or screen 
and grab them. Danny followed that lead with a solidly crafted nut 
graph—an information-packed paragraph near the top of the story 
that encapsulates the salient points of the article:

Township council is looking for a way 
to stop homeowners from encroaching on 
state-owned open space behind their 
properties by proposing to fine those 
who locate gardens or recreational 
equipment on land they don’t own.

Danny’s story went on to explain how residents in various sections 
of the township had been illegally expanding their yards onto public 
property by clearing brush, planting grass, and in some cases install-
ing swing sets or trampolines where they didn’t belong. His two-page 
article did an excellent job describing the challenge faced by this afflu-
ent bedroom community and looked ahead to a proposed township 
ordinance to end the practice by establishing fines for violators.

Ben, on the other hand, had a completely different experience. Fol-
lowing the advice I shared in my council/school board meeting story, 
he called the zoning board office ahead of time to introduce himself to 
the board secretary and obtain a copy of the agenda. He then showed 
up at the township hall the evening of the meeting to find more than 
fifty angry residents waiting to get into the meeting to protest one of the 
agenda items. A large international telecommunications company had, 
for several months, been seeking a variance to build a 140-foot-tall cell 
phone tower fashioned to look like a grain silo at the rear of a local farm. 
The company had the landowner’s approval, but needed an OK from 
the zoning board for a nonconforming use of the agriculturally zoned 
plot of land. Homeowners living near the proposed tower did not want 
the structure looming over their homes, Ben found out from speaking 
with the protesters, but the zoning board kept postponing its vote on 
the variance request. That is exactly what happened on the evening 
Ben attended his meeting: The agenda item has been pulled at the last 
minute once again. Here is how he explained the issue in his article:
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Several of the protesters said they 
believed someone in the zoning office 
kept tipping off (the company’s) 
lawyer about whenever locals would 
call to find out when the company 
was coming in about the silo. The 
lawyer, the residents said, believed 
it was best to keep continuing (the 
company’s) application for months, 
hoping the protesters eventually would 
lose interest.

However, each time the variance was 
on the agenda, the residents all came 
out and called the local media. News 
vans from the Philadelphia television 
stations, and local newspaper 
reporters, all were outside waiting 
for the appearance of (the company).

“I was a bit scared at first,” Ben told me after he handed in his first 
draft. “I thought I wouldn’t have a story for class because the variance 
had been taken off the agenda, but I thought of what you told us about 
always looking for the news and about trusting ourselves.”

He said he then started talking to the angry residents, writing down 
their opinions and collecting their names and contact information. He 
followed that up by stopping at the municipal building the following 
morning to speak with the zoning officer to get the other side of the issue.

“Based on what you said happened to you,” Ben told me, “I knew 
I needed to be fair and talk to everyone involved.” That’s when he 
discovered the application had been formally withdrawn and that the 
telecommunications company would begin looking for another loca-
tion for its cell tower.

When Ben says he made on-the-spot news gathering decisions 
“based on what you said happened to you,” the two of us—he as 
student and I as teacher—were recreating the instructional process 
outlined by theorist Richard Fulkerson in “Composition at the Turn 
of the Twenty-First Century.” In that piece, Fulkerson speaks of the 
professor as “an experienced guild member (and) master craftsperson, 
to the student as apprentice” (671) and refers to the medieval practice 
of young, inexperienced workers learning an important skill at the 
knee of an older, wizened master of the craft. In the case of Ben and his 
municipal meeting, he patterned his action after what he heard in my 
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classroom story about my first meeting. Fulkerson calls this “teacher 
modeling” and places the sharing of such examples as my story at the 
beginning of what he describes as a “learning sequence” for writers 
(671). After hearing my municipal meeting story, Ben decided to accept, 
value, and internalize my teaching methods, as per Bloom (27) and he 
made a connection, as per Fulkerson. The student/apprentice saw how 
something the professor/experienced guild member did nearly four 
decades earlier would benefit him in his current-day situation and he 
acted accordingly, believing the examples were worth following. 

This type of experiential lore-based pedagogical approach is based 
on demonstrating to journalism students the experiences of the profes-
sor in her or his reporting, writing, and editing career are experiences 
from which they can learn. Fulkerson sees this modeling as the first 
step in what he called a “complex, extended set of (teachable) activities” 
in a process that is followed by the various steps of student writing, 
instructor feedback, student revision, and peer review feedback (671).

North echoes Fulkerson when he says “writing and the teaching 
of writing are activities as complex as any human beings undertake” 
(30), and he says “ritual knowledge” (29)—one of North’s definitions 
of experiential lore—is as important to pass along to students as such 
keystone journalistic concepts as the structure of the inverted pyramid 
or the importance of the five Ws—who, what, where, when and why—in 
a basic news story. Lore, North says, is a critical component in writing 
instruction because such instruction is so involved, and multifaceted, 
that it cannot effectively be shared with students without examples. 
“Nobody,” he says, “could ever explain all that there is to know or do, 
so we simply do as those before us have done. It is the way” (30).

Spoiler alert: I die at the end of this story
The use of experiential lore to capture students’ attention and stimulate 
their learning can be effective for any type of journalistic instruction. I 
employ the technique for feature stories with the same successful results 
I experience in my hard-news assignments. Later in the semester, I tell 
this story about the time I covered a mock disaster drill at a local hospital:

Having accepted, valued and internalized the teachings of my un-
dergraduate journalism professors, I decided to fully insert myself into 
the story for the complete disaster experience. Earlier in the week, while 
researching my coverage of the drill, I learned they wanted volunteers 
to act as “injured” passengers of a bus involved in a severe accident. I 
was told to wear old clothes and to be willing to go along with whatever 
happened that day. I showed up as instructed, assumed my assigned 
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position on the side of the road, and was told to lie on my back. The 
drill organizers attached a large bone, a hog femur from a local farm, 
to my right leg and asked me to occasionally moan and groan to stay 
in character. About four dozen or so “victims” with various levels of 
“injuries” had been positioned in and around the bus and, exactly at 
9:00 a.m., a klaxon sounded and the drill began. It only took a couple 
of minutes before we heard emergency sirens as local police and fire 
units and several squads of emergency medical technicians rushed to 
the scene. Officials stopped traffic, set up a perimeter, and took steps 
to avoid any danger of explosion or fire from the “damaged” vehicles. 
Simultaneously, triage operations began as one or two rescue squad 
members examined each victim to determine the severity of her or his 
injuries to rank the priority order of their care.

In my case, they determined—due to the compound fracture of 
my right leg—I needed immediate attention at the hospital. Before I 
realized it, I had been gently lifted from the street onto a stretcher and 
carried by two EMTs to a helicopter that had just landed at the scene. 
The six spaces for stretchers inside the small chopper were full, so I kept 
moaning and groaning and figured I’d catch the next flight. Someone 
then yelled, “Hey, we can take a few more,” and they picked up my 
stretcher and strapped me to one of the landing skids on the bottom. I 
would be flying to the hospital on the outside of the copter. Suddenly, 
my moans and groans became quite genuine and I seriously questioned 
my choice of reporting methods as well as my career in general.

Seconds later, we were in the air for a terrifying and exhilarating 
experience. Once I realized I had been securely fastened to the aircraft, I 
relaxed (just a bit) and soaked it all in. I had flown in helicopters before, 
both times to visit offshore oil rigs for environmental articles, but those 
trips were inside the craft, with the doors closed, not strapped to the 
skid outside, or—more correctly—underneath the aircraft. After what 
seemed like an hour but might have been about fifteen minutes, we 
landed on the roof of the hospital. Attendants unstrapped me, placed 
me on a gurney and wheeled me inside and downstairs to the operating 
room. Sadly, I found out later, I was one of seventeen fatalities from the 
accident, as I had lost too much blood from the compound fracture.

My first-person account of the disaster drill and my helicopter trip 
ended up leading the paper the following morning. It started on page 
one with a single photo and jumped inside to a full page of pictures, 
including one of me in my stretcher strapped to the bottom of the heli-
copter as it lifted off from the “disaster” scene. I can see the excitement 
in my students’ eyes as I tell this story in class. This is exactly what 
Fulkerson describes when he writes of a master craftsperson instruct-
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ing her or his apprentices. It’s also what we learn from Bloom with his 
accept, value, and internalize paradigm.

One student this semester who embraced this internalization was 
Lily. For one of her three main portfolio articles, she decided to throw 
herself into the coverage of the 200th anniversary celebration of the writing 
of the Star-Spangled Banner in Baltimore. She and her family attended 
the event and she undertook her interviews with an enthusiasm rarely 
seen in an Intro to Journalism class. She quoted six different sources in 
her article, including an excerpt from Vice President Biden’s speech. 
Here’s her clever, and patriotically appropriate, lead:

Baltimore went red, white and blue 
last week for the “Star Spangled 
Spectacular,” celebrating the 200th 
anniversary of the writing of our 
national anthem.

The celebration offered visitors a 
chance to board visiting ships from 
around the world, meet Captain Jack 
Sparrow from the Pirates of the 
Caribbean film franchise and view an 
air show featuring the U.S. Navy’s 
Blue Angels.

She spoke with crew members from three of the many tall ships 
participating in the event—the Eagle from Baltimore, the Gazela based 
in Philadelphia and the Kalmar Nyckel out of Wilmington—and spent 
some time talking to a K-9-unit handler from the Department of Home-
land Security. Her story contained detail, mixed in direct quotations 
and paraphrased statements, and provided a full accounting of the 
weekend’s events. Her article unquestionably was an excellent example 
of a student journalist going significantly beyond the assignment pa-
rameters of interviewing and quoting at least two sources.

Banking on the benefits of experience
Near the end of each semester, once we have covered the basics and 
written several shorter in-class projects, we move into more complicated 
assignments. These final three breaking news simulations involve an 
apartment fire with two fatalities, a tornado with three deaths, and a 
bank robbery in which the suspect is shot and wounded by police. To 
prepare my students to work on the bank robbery, I share with them 
the following story from my time as a general assignment reporter:
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I was working on a feature for the Sunday paper one weekday 
afternoon in the summer of 1978 when our police reporter received 
a phone tip of a bank robbery in progress in a nearby township. The 
source said shots had been fired and the suspect had holed up inside 
the facility. My editor Pete gave me a walkie-talkie and sent me on my 
way to the scene. I grabbed a reporter’s notebook off my desk, made 
sure it had enough blank pages, and headed to the parking lot.

When I arrived on the scene and parked as closely as I could to 
the building, I saw police vehicles, SWAT vans, and newspaper photo 
cars from the Gloucester County Times, the Inquirer, the Daily News, and 
the Bulletin. There were, however, no people anywhere in sight. I got 
on the walkie-talkie to update Pete. “It looks like I missed everything,” 
I said. “Everyone must be inside the bank.”

I jumped out of my car and started a slow jog across the front lawn 
to the entrance. Suddenly, I’m face down in the wet grass with some-
one quite heavy lying on top of me. Hey, what’s going on, I think. This 
person must weigh 300 pounds. “Who the hell are you?” I hear a voice 
from above ask. “I’m from the Courier-Post,” I answer. “Is everything 
over?” “It was almost over for you,” the heavy voice says. “He’s still in 
there and he’s been shooting at us. Let’s go.” With that, the man—the 
township police chief—picked me up by the scruff of the neck like a 
puppy and dragged me behind a nearby bush. “Stay here, stay down 
and—for God’s sake—stay quiet,” he said as he disappeared.

I lay there motionless, head buried in my folded arms, eyes closed, 
heart pounding. After about twenty minutes or so, I heard multiple yells 
of “all clear,” followed by more chatter and the appearance out of the 
shrubbery of law enforcement officials and media members. “You almost 
got yourself killed back there, young man,” the police chief chuckled 
as he engulfed me in a one-armed bear hug. I was covered in mud, my 
eyeglasses were bent, but—thankfully, I was alive.

When I share this story with my students, I’m always asked if I was 
scared (my answer is “yes, definitely!”), and we talk about the incident 
while I hand out that day’s writing assignment. We then discuss what 
I’m looking for: a short, punchy lead that catches the reader’s atten-
tion and a full article that’s structured in standard inverted-pyramid 
style—most-important information at the top followed by decreasingly 
less-important details as the story progresses. The assignment involves 
a sawed-off shotgun hidden in a box of flowers, a discrepancy over 
whether two or three shots were fired, and a police officer with a his-
tory of displaying excessive force.

As I do whenever my students are writing in class, which is just 
about every week, I walk around the room reading over their shoulders, 
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offering praise and recursive suggestions where appropriate. Most had 
crafted solid hard news leads and I was pleased with what I saw. Then 
I came to Sam, read his lead, and broke out into a wide smile. Here is 
what he wrote:

A container of flowers can hold more 
than just a romantic message.

A man carrying what looked like a 
box of long-stemmed roses but was a 
concealed weapon instead was shot 
and wounded yesterday by an off-duty 
policeman in front of the Union Credit 
One Bank in Chucktown.

“I hope it’s OK, Professor,” Sam said, before he noticed my grin 
of approval. “The only person hurt was the suspect, and the informa-
tion said his injuries weren’t life-threatening.” I praised Sam for his 
creativity, for looking at the assignment from a slightly different angle, 
and for applying the news judgment techniques we cover in class each 
week to the exercise. “You’re always telling us to be creative, to write 
short, punchy leads that catch the reader,” he said, returning my smile. 
“I just thought I’d give it a shot.”

“Give it a shot” is a phrase I use often in my classroom. “Don’t 
be afraid to try something different” is a concept I repeatedly heard 
from my undergraduate professors. It’s an approach that has worked 
very well for me throughout my career, and it’s a philosophy I am 
comfortable passing along to my students, knowing it’s a tried and 
true methodology. Sam’s “container of flowers” lead was not the only 
exemplary article opening of the semester. Here’s Amber’s lead from 
one of her portfolio articles, a profile of her beloved grandfather:

He’s wise, witty and fun; a well-
known engineer, and a record-setting 
sportsman. Eighty-two-year-old John 
Smith has had quite a life.

Ben opened a review of his favorite local band, First of Autumn, 
this way:

We’ve all experienced the four 
seasons as they’ve come and gone, but 
something is a little different about 
the First of Autumn this time around.
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And, after he struggled a bit with a more conventional lead, this is 
what Brandon came up with to start his coverage of a local municipal-
ity’s fall festival:

The smell of kettle corn and baked 
goods mixed with beautiful local music 
as homey hand-crafted blankets adorned 
the stalls along Main Street this past 
weekend.

Just as Sam did, each of these students “took a shot” with their 
leads and each one hit the journalistic bulls-eye dead-on.

— — —
At the end of this semester, my students wrote a final evaluation 

of the class in their Journalist Journal spiral notebooks. As I reviewed 
their comments, I was filled with that sense of pride teachers experi-
ence when they know they have struck a chord and made a connection 
with those in their charge.

“I gained so much knowledge in this class,” said Clayton, “and, 
because of you, I have become a better writer. You gave us some great 
tips on how to be a journalist.” 

“You showed me what’s behind the curtain of what journalists 
do,” said Ben, “and I got practice in simple but important things. This 
class had helped me decide that I really want to work in this field.” 

“The way you teach with stories and examples is a great thing,” 
Molly said. “I actually feel like I know what I’m doing and that I can 
cut it in the big leagues. I’m not there yet but I am definitely working 
on it and getting better.”

Stephen Royek teaches at Rowan University.
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